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Quick facts about BVP

• Oldest private investing practice dating back to 1911

• Spun out of family office as VC firm in 1981

• $4.0b under management; latest fund BVP 9 $1.6b

• 15 partners; 40 investment professionals; 7 offices

• Active investments in more than 15 countries

• Invest at all stages from Seed to Growth

• Personally invested in your success and invest for the long haul

• Highly selective; 1-2/opportunities/partner/year

• Roadmap-driven approach
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Why do we invest according to roadmaps?

§ Enables us to develop expertise about a particular field 
in advance of meeting an entrepreneur

§ Helps us to more precisely and quickly interpret the data 
about a business

§ Enables us to make investment decisions faster and with 
more confidence

§ Allows us the ability to provide the right kind of help 
and support after we invest



What roadmaps are active today?



Example Roadmap: Developer Platforms

§ Businesses that provide advanced capabilities for 
developers to use in their daily work

§ Often take the form of APIs that are part of the 
development process or other services that aid the 
development workflow

§ Businesses that allow non-developers more advanced, 
technical capabilities



1. Delivered as a metered service 
that can be metered

2. Grows with the business

3. Replaces something that 
companies already pay for

4. Offers an amazing user 
experience

5. Developers love it

6. Exhibits strong network effects

7. Eliminates the need for non-
core skillset that no one enjoys

8. Democratizes development

The Eight Commandments of Developer Platform Businesses



Example Roadmap: Online Video

§ Entertainment is moving from traditional television and cable 
to being delivered via the Internet to connected devices

§ This has profound consequences for how we consume media 
in the future

§ Look for products where users have high levels of passion 
and engagement

§ Also look for technologies that facilitate this shift (e.g., 
discovery, curation, video infrastructure)



The BVP Videoscape



What is the future role for traditional VCs?

§ Innovate or be disrupted

§ Keep pace with areas on the bleeding edge

§ New roadmaps

§ Eliminate old roadmaps (e.g., semiconductors, clean-tech)

§ Essential to have the ability to fund our companies all of 
the way through – often by ourselves

§ Provide the right services and expertise to enable the 
success of our portfolio companies



Questions? @ethankurz


